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Abstract
In this note, we provide a new and simple algorithm to compute maximum stable sets for distance-hereditary graphs. It corrects
the algorithm presented by Hammer andMaffray [DiscreteAppl. Math. 27 (1990) 85–99], but remains within the general greedy
scheme that was suggested by Hammer and Maffray (1990).
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Distance-hereditary graphswere introduced by Howorka [10] as graphs whereby the distance between two connected vertices
is the same in every induced subgraph in which they remain connected. Many characterizations are known for this class: via
forbidden subgraphs, cycle properties, metric characterizations (see [1,9] for a survey). These graphs are known to be perfect
graphs, while trees and cographs are well-studied subclasses of distance-hereditary graphs (see [2] for a survey).
Distance-hereditary graphs have been intensively studied from an algorithmic standpoint. A wide variety of tools have been
used, such as Lex-BFS orderings or computation of a characteristic pruning sequence introduced by Bandelt and Mulder [1],
but there are currently two general problem-solving schemes that apply to distance-hereditary graphs, i.e. algorithms based on
bounded clique-width [5,7,8] and dynamic programming with a special decomposition tree [3,11].
Although these two independent lines of investigation actually employ the same labelled tree, derived from a pruning sequence
of the input graph, they generate different results thereafter. From [8], the clique-width of distance-hereditary graphs is bounded
by 3. Hence, many problems on these graphs can be solved in polynomial time [7], especially those that are expressible in
monadic second-order logic with quantiﬁcations over vertices and vertex sets (MSO1-logic) are solvable in linear time [5]. This
strong theorem quickly sets the complexity of a given problem, but as far as we know the associated algorithms may have large
hidden constants (towers of exponentials proportional to the quantiﬁcation depth) and they are not easy to implement. Thus, once
the complexity is set, a more reﬁned analysis using the combinatorics of the particular graph problem may yield more practical
algorithms. The authors of [3,11] describe a scheme based speciﬁcally on their decomposition tree of the input graph. The way
they propose to propagate solutions through the tree involves ﬁnding adhoc local computations which depend on the problem
(whereas clique-width MSO1 algorithms take the formula of the problem as input). The class of problems they can solve is not
clear, but their algorithms are efﬁcient.
We propose to study a third scheme which originates from Hammer and Maffray [9]. They give simple algorithms to solve
maximum weighted clique and maximum weighted stable set problems. After recalling some notations, we present the scheme
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and present, as an example, a simple algorithm to compute a maximum weighted stable set, correcting the algorithm of Hammer
and Maffray [9] which does not always work (note that both previous schemes solve this problem in a different way).
Let G= (V ,E) be a loopless undirected graph. If x ∈ V , its neighbourhood is N(x)= {y ∈ V |(x, y) ∈ E}. An x ∈ V such
that |N(x)| = 1 is called a pendant vertex. Two vertices x, y ∈ V such that N(x)\{y} =N(y)\{x} are called twins: true twins if
(x, y) ∈ E and false twins if (x, y) /∈E. Distance-hereditary graphs are characterized by the following pruning sequences [1]:
repeatedly removing either a pendant vertex or one vertex from a pair of twin vertices eventually leads to a graph reduced to
a single vertex. Such a pruning sequence, which is obviously not unique except when empty, can be computed in linear time
from the adjacency lists of the graph [6,9,12]. The next ﬁgure shows a pruning sequence with the three types of removals, i.e. a
pendant vertex (xPy), a vertex with a false twin (xFy), and a vertex with a true twin (xTy), where x is the removed vertex and y
is its unique neighbour or its twin.
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The sequence 1P2,3T 2,5F4,4P 2 fully characterizes the initial graph. These pruning sequences provide O(n)-space encodings
of distance-hereditary graphs with n vertices.
The scheme we are interested in aims at solving optimization problems in distance-hereditary graphs and gathers greedy
algorithms sharing the following features. The input is any pruning sequence of the distance-hereditary graph. Each vertex x
is labelled with simple local information I (x), such as a set of vertices and a t-uple of numbers (where t only depends on
the problem). The algorithm is mainly a single pass through the given pruning sequence. Local information is updated after
each vertex removal: depending on the type of removal, denote by x and y the twin vertices or the pendant vertex and its
neighbour, suppose that x is removed, then the local information of y is updated using only I (x) and I (y). For each ver-
tex removal, the updates are performed in O(1) time and based on simple operations such as max, min or + on numbers
and ∪ or ∩ on sets. At the end, the solution of the problem is derived from the local information of the remaining vertex.
We now give an example of the relevance of this scheme, to supplement the examples of Hammer and Maffray [9]. Given
a pruning sequence of a distance-hereditary graph G0 = (V0, E) and a weight function w from V0 to R+, we present an
algorithm in the scheme which computes a stable set of maximum weight of G0. The authors of [9] describe an algorithm
for this problem where each vertex only carries one number and one set. However, updates after pendant vertex removals
have a ﬂaw, as noted for instance by Nicolai in [13]. Given a path with n vertices numbered from 1 to n, all weighted
by 1, where nPn − 1,n − 1Pn − 2,. . .,3P2,2P 1 is a pruning sequence, their algorithm would return {1} as a maximum
weighted stable set whereas a maximumweighted stable is {2i+1, 0 in−12 }. Here is our algorithm GreedyMaxStable.
Input: a pruning sequence of the distance-hereditary graph G0 = (V0, E) with a weight w(x) for each vertex x.
Output: a stable set S of G0 which maximizes the sum
∑
x∈Sw(x).
Begin
Set G toG0. Assign to each vertex x a couple of weights (p(x), q(x)) and a couple (P (x),Q(x)) of subsets of V0, respectively,
initialized by (w(x), 0) and ({x},∅).
While the pruning sequence is not empty do
•According to the next element to be removed from the sequence, namely xTy, xFy or xPy, remove vertex x from G and update
as follows:
• Case xTy: replace the weights of y by (max(p(x) + q(y), p(y) + q(x)), q(x) + q(y)) and change the sets attached to y to
(P (x) ∪Q(y),Q(x) ∪Q(y)) or (P (y) ∪Q(x),Q(x) ∪Q(y)) respectively, according to the result of the max evaluation;
•Case xFy: replace the weights of y by (max(p(x)+p(y), p(x)+q(y), p(y)+q(x)), q(x)+q(y)) and change the sets attached
to y to (P (x) ∪ P(y),Q(x) ∪Q(y)), (P (x) ∪Q(y),Q(x) ∪Q(y)) or to (P (y) ∪Q(x),Q(x) ∪Q(y)) respectively, according
to the result of the max evaluation;
• Case xPy: replace the weights of y by (p(y) + q(x),max(p(x) + q(y), q(x) + q(y))) and change the sets attached to y to
(P (y) ∪Q(x), P (x) ∪Q(y)) or (P (y) ∪Q(x),Q(x) ∪Q(y)) respectively, according to the result of the max evaluation;
At the end of the pruning, there is only one vertex xf left,
if p(xf )q(xf ) then return the set P(xf ) else return the setQ(xf ).
The scheme for updating weights, according to the removal type, is depicted below.
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Pendant vertex (p’, q’)(p , q) (p+q’,max(p’+q,q+q’))
(p , q)
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(max(p+q’,p’+q),q+q’)
True twins
(p , q)
(p’, q’)
(max(p+p’,p+q’,p’+q),q+q’)
False twins
Theorem 1. Algorithm GreedyMaxStable computes a stable set of maximum weight of the input graph in O(n) time and
space, where n is the input number of vertices.
Proof. At any time of the algorithm, for any subset S of vertices of G, letWG(S)=
∑
x∈Sp(x)+
∑
x /∈Sq(x). Due to the choice
of the set returned by the algorithm, the proof of the correctness stems from the following points:
(1) the maximum weight of a stable set of G0 is the maximum value ofWG0 (S) over all stable sets of G0,
(2) the maximum value ofWG(S) over all stable sets of G is an invariant through any iteration of the while loop,
(3) when the while loop is over (necessarily after n − 1 iterations), there are only two stable sets in G to investigate, namely
{xf } and ∅,
(4) at any iteration step and for any vertex x of G, P(x) (resp.Q(x)) is a stable set of G0 with weight p(x) (resp. q(x)).
Points (1) and (3) are obvious. In order to prove the other two points, assume for a moment that the following properties, which
are true after initializing G, are invariant through any pruning step:
(i) the sets P(x) ∪Q(x), x ∈ V , are pairwise disjoint,
(ii) for all x in V,∑v∈P(x)w(v)= p(x) and
∑
v∈Q(x)w(v)= q(x),
(iii) for all x, y in V, x = y,Q(x)∪Q(y), P(x)∪Q(y),Q(x)∪ P(y) are stable sets ofG0 and P(x)∪ P(y) is a stable set of
G0 if xy /∈E.
Then point (4) stems immediately from (i)–(iii), while point (2) is dealt with through a case by case study, depending on the
removal type performed during the iteration. For each case, where G (resp. G′) denotes the graph before (resp. after) some
iteration, stable sets of G are mapped to stable sets ofG′ in such a way that any stable set inG′ is mapped to by some stable set
in G (i.e. the mapping is surjective), and if S1, S2, . . . , Sk are the stable sets in G that are mapped to some stable set S′ in G′,
then the value WG′(S′) is equal to the maximum of WG(Si) values for 1 ik. Together with (i)–(iii), this ensures that point
(2) holds.
The case study involves the following mappings:
• Case xTy
◦ if S is a stable set in G containing x or y (and thus not both), it is mapped to S − {x} + {y}.
◦ if S is a stable set in G containing neither x nor y, it is mapped to S.
• Case xFy
◦ if S is a stable set in G containing x or y (or both), it is mapped to S − {x} + {y}.
◦ if S is a stable set in G containing neither x nor y, it is mapped to S.
• Case xPy
◦ if S is a stable set in G containing x (thus not y), it is mapped to S − {x}.
◦ if S is a stable set in G not containing x (and containing either y or not), it is mapped to S.
Now the invariance of (i)–(iii) is a straightforward case by case veriﬁcation, which ends the correctness proof.
As for the implementation and complexity issue, note that the pruning sequence, which is of length O(n), is the only data
structure used to store the adjacency relation inG. Moreover, sets associated with vertices can be stored by means of linked lists,
and due to (i), while unions can be performed in O(1) time, the space complexity remains in O(n). 
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This scheme is in the spirit of [3,11], but more restrictive with respect to the authorized operations in order to obtain really
simple algorithms. This gives rise to two questions. First, what problems can be solved with such a scheme? For instance, in
[4], algorithms following this scheme are presented to compute minimum weighted a, b-separators as well as the diameter of
distance-hereditary graphs. Is it possible to give a simple characterization of this class of problems (e.g. by means of logical
formulation)? Then does this scheme based on strongly local updates apply to any other interesting class of pruning sequences?
We thank the referees for their helpful comments.
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